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01 “No Fracking Way” 2:48
(David Rovics) © 2011 David Rovics
David Rovics www.davidrovics.com
Previously unreleased

02 “To the Victims of this Tragedy We Send Our Thoughts and Prayers” 3:10
(Roy Zimmerman) © 2011 Watusies (BMI), admin. by Bug
Roy Zimmerman www.royzimmerman.com
Previously Unreleased

03 “2153” 3:19
(Eliza Gilkyson) © 2010 ElizaGilkyson.com
from the album Rose at the End of Time (Red House #238)

04 “All the World Is One” 3:44
(Peter Mayer) © 2010 Peter Mayer
Peter Mayer www.blueboat.net
from the album Heaven Below (Blue Boat #1209)

05 “Sweeping Spell” 2:25
(w&m Dawn McCarthy) © 2010 Dawn McCarthy
Fawn Fables www.faunfables.net
from the album Light of a Vaster Dark (Drag City #371)

06 “Our Captain Cried” 5:04
(Trad., Arr. Cath & Phil Tyler) © 2009 No-Fi Recordings
Cath & Phil Tyler www.no-fi.org.uk
from the album The Hind Wheels of Bad Luck (No-Fi #018)

07 “The Blackest Crow” 2:08
(Trad., arr. Walt Koken) Public Domain
Clare Milliner and Walt Koken www.mudthumper.com
from the album Just Tunes (Mudthumper)

08 “Yes, Maria, Yes” 3:41
(words: David Wax, music: P.D.) © 2010 David Wax
David Wax Museum www.davidwaxmuseum.com
from the album Everything Is Saved (David Wax)

09 “Coalhouse Joe” 2:32
(Trad., arr. Walt Koken) Public Domain
Clare Milliner and Walt Koken www.mudthumper.com
from the album Just Tunes (Mudthumper)

10 “The Last American Worker” 4:56
(w&m Rod MacDonald) © 2011 Blue Flute Music / ASCAP
Rod MacDonald www.rodmacdonald.net
Previously unreleased

11 “The Idiot” 3:48
(Trad. arr. Eri, Sipos, Hamar) © 1999 Rykodisc
Muzsikás www.muzsikas.hu
from the album Bartók Album (Muzsikás edition #MU001 / Rykodisc #1439)

12 “Point of You” 3:15
(words: Phil Dometriou, music: Nikki Matheson) © 2011 Nikki Matheson
Nikki Matheson www.nikkimatheson.com
from the album Invisible Angles (Nikki Matheson)

13 “Patchwork” 4:20
(Bonnie Pain & Daniel Rodriguez) © 2010 Elephant Revival
Elephant Revival www.elephantrevival.com
from the album Break in the Clouds (Ruff Shod #30911)

14 “The Unbearable Gift” 7:02
(Trad., arr. David Socolar) © 2007 David Socolar
Darol Anger and Mike Marshall www.darolanger.com
from the album Woodshop (Adventure #1037)

15 “Gonna Take Us All” 3:49
(Jon Fromer) © 2008 Jon Fromer
Jon Fromer www.jonfromer.com
from the album Gonna Take Us All (Fromer Songs)
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